
truma ovarii (SO) is a rare monodermic teratoma
of the ovary with a prevalence of 2.7%.1 It is

usually associated with malignancy in 5-10% of
cases..1-3 The association and production of
hyperthyroidism has been frequently reported.4-6

The association with hypothyroidism is very rare
and has been reported in only one case.7 Hashimoto
thyroiditis (HT) has also been reported in SO tumor
with positive anti-thyroid antibodies but with
absence of signs and symptoms of thyroid
dysfunction,8 again HT was reported in a papillary
thyroid carcinoma in a malignant teratoma of the
ovary.9 We report a case of HT in struma ovarii with
post-operative clinical signs and symptoms of
hypothyroidism.

Case Report. A 41-year-old lady who is
gravida 9 para 8+1 (still birth), presented in June
2002 with increasing lower abdominal pain for 3
weeks prior to her presentation. Physical
examination was free except for a pelvic mass
lesion, which was confirmed by pelvic and vaginal
ultrasound to be a 10 x 10 cm homogenous mass in
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ABSTRACT

the left ovary pushing the uterus. Follow up
ultrasound showed a further enlargement of the
mass lesion, so examinations made a prompt
decision towards laparatomy. At laparotomy a
10-cm mass arising from the left ovary was
removed, the tumor was not invading the
surrounding tissues or adherent to it. The frozen
section examination however, gave conflicting
report highly suggestive of a malignant process.
Therefore, total abdominal hysterectomy and
bilateral salpingo-ophorectomy was performed. The
immediate postoperative course was uneventful
except for tiredness. The final histopathological
report was of a tumor of 11 cm in greatest
dimension, lobulated, encapsulated with
homogenous creamy colored and contained small
cystic areas.   The capsule was smooth, and intact
the microscopic examination slides showed a
monodermal teratoma composed entirely of mature
benign thyroid tissue, with no evidence of adenoma,
carcinoma or other tissue elements, therefore, the
diagnosis of struma ovarii was established. (Figures
1 & 2).
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Struma ovarii is a rare ovarian teratoma that may produce hyperthyroidism. The association with Hashimoto thyroiditis
(HT), however is rare and has been reported in only one case. We report a case of HT following the resection of struma
ovarii tumor, after which the patient became frankly, hypothyroid with elevated thyroid stimulating hormone and low
thyroxin levels. Her thyroid peroxidase antibodies were positive. She improved after initiation of levothyroxine
replacement therapy. We believe her euthyroid status preoperatively was due to thyroid hormone secretion by struma
ovarii itself.
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suggested by ultrasonic examination in this case.
Bonadio8 has reported a case of HT proved by
positive antithyroid antibodies but has no clinical or
biochemical evidence of thyroid dysfunction. We
report a case of overt hypothyroidism that appeared
acutely after removal of SO and has a positive
thyroid antibodies highly suggestive of HT. We
believe that the SO tumor was secreting thyroid
hormone which was enough to render a euthyroid
status in this patient, once the source of thyroid
hormone was removed; the patient exhibited
hypothyroidism. The thyroid function test was not
checked prior to the operation as of lack of clinical
signs and symptoms (euthyroid clinical status) and
of uncertainty of the presence of SO as it is with
many other struma ovarii cases.2,7,10 This report
should alert gynecologists to consider SO in the
differential diagnosis of ovarian masses and to
consider checking thyroid function tests as a
baseline in their patients.
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Two weeks postoperatively the patient came back
with tiredness, severe myalgia and lack of zest. She
also complained of dryness of skin and constipation.
Clinical examination revealed frank hypothyroid
lady with coarse hair, puffy face and delayed ankle
reflexes. An acute hypothyroidism was suspected in
the context of struma ovarii. The results of thyroid
function test were; thyroid stimulating hormone
(TSH) >50.2 uiU/ml (normal range 04-4.5), free
triiodothyronine (FT3) was low (<1.00pg/ml normal
range 1.4-4.6), free thyroxin (FT4) at 0.4ng/dL
(normal 0.8-1.9). Her antithyroglobulin antibodies
were negative, and anti thyroid peroxidase
antibodies were positive at 1/1600 (normal <1/100)
confirming hypothyroidism due to autoimmune HT.
Thyroid technetium scan showed rather reduced
uptake at the thyroid bed and the I131 whole body
scan did not show abnormal uptake in the thyroid
bed nor elsewhere. The patient was started initially
on levothyroxine 50 mg per day then adjusted up to
125 mg with marked improvement in patient’s
symptoms and normalization of her TSH.

Discussion. Struma ovarii is a monodermal
teratoma of the ovaries that contain a large amount
of thyroid tissue. Its diagnosis is almost always
carried out incidentally, as an ovarian mass.7,10

These tumors may cause asciatis, pain, abnormal
bleeding, intestinal obstruction, virilization and
death. No evidence of vital function maintained by
an ovarian neoplasm has been reported. Struma
ovarii may cause hyperthyroidism and the
differential diagnosis includes ectopic causes of
hyperthyroidism, factitious hyperthyroidism and
metastatic thyroid cancer,7 in these cases radio-
iodine I131 whole body scan is of great help in
clarifying the site of hypersecretion outside thyroid
bed.11,12 Carvalho et al7 has reported the first case of
hypothyroidism, which appeared acutely after
removal of SO. The diagnosis of thyroiditis was

Figure 1 - Hematoxylin and eosin x 40 showing benign thyroid
tissue replacing the whole mass.

Figure 2 - Hematoxylin and eosin x 100 close up view revealing
colloid and benign follicular cell. No evidence of
adenoma or malignant cell.
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